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ImmedIAte Access
the story behind our logo



We all have a go-to person. Someone we can count on to provide solutions—both 

immediate and long-term. Someone who knows what we need, sometimes before we do. 

Someone who steers us in the right direction, even as that direction changes. For hundreds 

of pharmaceutical companies, biotech companies, CROs and clinical packagers around the 

globe, that someone is Myoderm. 

Reliable, capable, knowledgeable and Reliable, capable, knowledgeable and Reliable, capable, knowledgeable trustworthy aren’t merely the words clients use to trustworthy aren’t merely the words clients use to trustworthy

describe us, but words that define every aspect of our being. They characterize our culture, 

our mission and our promise—guiding us in everything we do. Our new logo delivers on that 

promise in a simple, engaging and unique way. Designed as a Quick Response (QR) code, 

the logo provides immediate access to the solutions you need.



GlobAl Access
Who we are



Myoderm is a leader in the sourcing and distribution of pharmaceutical products and 

supplies for pharmaceutical and biotech companies, CROs, clinical trial packagers and 

other institutions. Our clients include an impressive number of corporations from around 

the globe, as well as the majority of the world’s top 10 pharmaceutical companies. 

Myoderm’s US facility is fully licensed for prescription medications including controlled 

drugs. In addition to our sourcing capabilities in the US and Europe, we have partners 

in Eastern Europe, Russia, Asia and Canada among other regions. Our Wholesale Dealer 

License from the MHRA (Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency) enables 

us to buy, sell and distribute pharmaceuticals within the UK and throughout Europe. 

Our partnership with a leading European logistics provider enables us to offer in-country 

receiving, inspection, warehousing and distribution services in the UK. Together, these 

strategies have aligned us for continued growth and success. By providing you with 

seamless global access, Myoderm can be a partner without boundaries.



RIsk mAnAGementementementementR



Risk Management 

Drug shortages. Unexpected recalls. Evolving regulatory compliance. Shifting clinical 

requirements. When the success of a clinical trial is in your hands, there are many factors 

that can influence the outcome. For so many reasons beyond your control, risk is always a 

possibility. While you can never fully eliminate risk, you want to do everything you can to 

manage it. So do we. In fact, we’ve engineered our company from the ground up to incorporate 

proactive project management to protect against risk. We’ve also incorporated it into our 

promise: Risk. Managed. You’ll see this phrase on all our materials. And ever more importantly, 

you’ll benefit from it first-hand in the services we provide.

Myoderm has several distinct offerings to meet your clinical trial needs and help you manage 

any risks you may encounter. From drug sourcing and procurement to distribution management 

to finding the ancillary supplies you require, you can count on us every step of the way.



oUR seRVIce oFFeRInGs



Myoderm at a glance:
With a core capability in commercial drug sourcing and distribution, Myoderm is 

committed to managing the variables and minimizing your risk — whatever you need for 

your clinical trials.

Myoderm GlobalSource

Maintaining a broad network of manufacturers and suppliers, we offer global drug sourcing 

and distribution for your clinical trials.

Myoderm CentralSource

Providing an alternative to unwieldy local trial site sourcing, our turnkey service includes 

commercial drug sourcing, distribution and inventory management for your clinical trials 

across multiple sites.

Myoderm SupplySource

Designed to help you control even the smallest and often overlooked variables, this service 

helps you secure non-drug, ancillary supplies for all of your clinical trials.



GlobAlsoURce



Finding, procuring and distributing comparator and other drugs for your clinical trials can be 

challenging to say the least. It, in and of itself, is a full-time job. This, coupled with the other 

responsibilities that come with managing a clinical trial, can seem overwhelming.

Myoderm’s GlobalSource provides global sourcing and distribution of pharmaceuticals for clinical 

trials. We pride ourselves in our ability to locate branded, generic and OTC products in all therapeutic 

classes and dosage forms—including the most hard-to-find items. Our team maintains a broad 

network of manufacturers and suppliers from whom we can source any quantity and type of drug you 

need, while mitigating any risks that may arise.

In addition to sourcing and procurement, we carefully ensure that all lot and expiration date 

requirements are rigorously adhered to. It’s this attention to detail that allows us to not only pass, but 

to exceed the high standards of our clients.

Benefits of GlobalSource:

Utilize our experience and market insights  

to proactively anticipate and mitigate any 

risks and issues that may delay the delivery 

of drugs for your clinical trials

Offer consultative guidance that analyzes 

your individual challenges and recommends 

customized solutions

Leverage our purchasing power to pass 

volume efficiencies on to you

Provide access to restrictive/hard-to-find 

drugs through our relationships

Protect the integrity of your products with 

our secure GMP facilities

Learn more about GlobalSource 



centRAlsoURce



Managing all the intricacies of a clinical trial is no small feat. Traditionally, clinical trial sites were given 

the responsibility to locally procure and manage commercial drug supplies to support clinical trials. 

This often resulted in higher costs, more waste and less control over standardization of supplies and 

recall capabilities. Myoderm developed a better way to manage the process—it’s called CentralSource. 

CentralSource is a turn-key service that offers drug sourcing, distribution, and project management for 

clinical trials. It includes inventory management, shipping and distribution across multiple sites, on 

demand—diminishing logistical complexities, reducing exposure to waste, increasing drug traceability 

and, most importantly, mitigating your risk.

At the core of CentralSource, and the key to its success, is your team of professionals with experience 

solving complex supply sourcing, distribution and commercial recall challenges that’s second to none. 

We boast a state-of-the-art distribution facility and customized proprietary technology with access 

to coordinate planning, procurement and management. All so you can easily, cost-effectively and 

confidently control supply sourcing and distribution for your clinical trials and manage risk.

Benefits of CentralSource:

On-demand ordering of drugs by clinical sites or 

IVRS to leverage central inventory

Eliminates your clinical sites’ financial burden 

of purchasing expensive commercial products

Ability to standardize products throughout study

Direct-to-clinical site distribution

Just-in-time (JIT) labeling 

Maximize drug pooling across multiple protocols 

to minimize waste 

Inventory and distribution reports to 

consistently provide timely, relevant information 

to clinical trial sponsors

Recall and lot traceability to protect the trial 

integrity and patient safety

Cost savings due to volume buying efficiencies

Invoice consolidation to streamline financial 

and drug accountability

Managing all the intricacies of a clinical trial is no small feat. Traditionally, clinical trial sites were given Managing all the intricacies of a clinical trial is no small feat. Traditionally, clinical trial sites were given Managing all the intricacies of a clinical trial is no small feat. Traditionally, clinical trial sites were given Managing all the intricacies of a clinical trial is no small feat. Traditionally, clinical trial sites were given 

Learn more about CentralSource 



sUpplysoURce



The term comparators makes most people think of drug sourcing. But, when it comes to 

controlling variables, no item is too small to be considered. Even a slight modification in 

specifications can put everything you’ve worked so hard for at risk. In addition to drug sourcing, 

distribution and management, Myoderm can also help you secure the ancillary supplies you need 

for your trial—helping to manage the variables and the risk.

SupplySource is a service that offers sourcing and distribution for all the non-drug products 

you may need for your clinical trials. We can distribute to you or directly to your clinical site. 

Because we have a direct relationship with many manufacturers, we’re able to get the products 

faster and often time at below list prices. We specialize in providing all items for patient kits and 

test sites and will gladly search for any item that may be difficult to find. Time and cost savings 

aside, you’ll also benefit from the convenience of having a single, reliable source to fulfill all your 

clinical trial needs.

Some examples of ancillary supplies we can source:

 Glucometers/Diabetic Supplies

 Blood Pressure Units

 Gauze, Bandages, Band-AidsTM

 Blood Collection Supplies

 Surgical Instruments

 Infusion Pumps

 Sterile Empty Vials

 Syringes and Needles

 IV Sets/Solutions

 Pregnancy and Drug Tests

 Nutritional Supplements

 Gloves

 Alcohol/Swabs/Prep Materials

Learn more about SupplySource 



Continued Access

Whether you require GlobalSource, CentralSource or SupplySource, 

Myoderm is dedicated to providing you the services you need to sponsor 

a successful clinical trial. We help manage the risk.

Contact us:

USA

48 East Main Street

Norristown, PA 19401

Phone: +1 610.233.3300

Fax: +1 610.233.3301

Email: sales@myoderm.com

UK

Myoderm Limited

50 Broadway 

London SW1H OBL

Phone: +1 610.233.3300

Email: sales@myoderm.com






